
Five delegates are together in a meeting at the United Nations. Each one has an important concern to talk about.

Tie: black, blue, green, red, white

Country: Brazil, Canada, France, Germany, United States

Concern: climate change, deforestation, immigrants, nuclear

weapons, poverty

Age: 40 years, 45 years, 50 years, 55 years, 60 years

Pet: cat, dog, �sh, snake, turtle

Hobby: gardening, jogging, reading, scuba diving,

woodworking

The delegate wearing the Black tie is somewhere to the

left of the delegate that has a Turtle.

The man who likes Scuba diving is somewhere

between the man wearing the Green tie and the man

who likes Jogging, in that order.

The German is next to the 45-year-old delegate.

The delegate worried about Deforestation has a Fish as

a pet.

At one of the ends is the man that has a Cat.

The man wearing the Green tie is somewhere between

the French and the delegate concerned about Climate

Change, in that order.

At the �rst position is the 50-year-old man.

The delegate concerned about Climate Change is at one

of the ends.

The man who has a Dog is exactly to the right of the

man whose hobby is Jogging.

The man wearing the Blue tie likes Woodworking.

The delegate concerned about Immigrants is next to

the delegate wearing the Blue tie.

The man wearing the Green Tie is somewhere between

the man wearing the White tie and the American, in

that order.

The Brazilian is next to the 50-year-old delegate.

At the second position is the man who likes Gardening.

The youngest man is somewhere between the delegate

worried about Deforestation and the 55-year-old man,

in that order.

The man wearing the White tie is at one of the ends.

The Canadian is somewhere between the man that

likes Gardening and the man that likes Jogging, in that

order.

The 45-year-old delegate is at the third position.

The delegate wearing the Green tie is somewhere to the

left of the man that has a Snake.

The 40-year-old man likes Jogging.

The delegate concerned about Poverty is at one of the

ends.
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Five delegates are together in a meeting at the United Nations. Each one has an important concern to talk about.

Tie: black, blue, green, red, white

Country: Brazil, Canada, France, Germany, United States

Concern: climate change, deforestation, immigrants, nuclear

weapons, poverty

Age: 40 years, 45 years, 50 years, 55 years, 60 years

Pet: cat, dog, �sh, snake, turtle

Hobby: gardening, jogging, reading, scuba diving,

woodworking

The delegate wearing the Black tie is somewhere to the

left of the delegate that has a Turtle.

The man who likes Scuba diving is somewhere

between the man wearing the Green tie and the man

who likes Jogging, in that order.

The German is next to the 45-year-old delegate.

The delegate worried about Deforestation has a Fish as

a pet.

At one of the ends is the man that has a Cat.

The man wearing the Green tie is somewhere between

the French and the delegate concerned about Climate

Change, in that order.

At the �rst position is the 50-year-old man.

The delegate concerned about Climate Change is at one

of the ends.

The man who has a Dog is exactly to the right of the

man whose hobby is Jogging.

The man wearing the Blue tie likes Woodworking.

The delegate concerned about Immigrants is next to

the delegate wearing the Blue tie.

The man wearing the Green Tie is somewhere between

the man wearing the White tie and the American, in

that order.

The Brazilian is next to the 50-year-old delegate.

At the second position is the man who likes Gardening.

The youngest man is somewhere between the delegate

worried about Deforestation and the 55-year-old man,

in that order.

The man wearing the White tie is at one of the ends.

The Canadian is somewhere between the man that

likes Gardening and the man that likes Jogging, in that

order.

The 45-year-old delegate is at the third position.

The delegate wearing the Green tie is somewhere to the

left of the man that has a Snake.

The 40-year-old man likes Jogging.

The delegate concerned about Poverty is at one of the

ends.
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Delegate #1 Delegate #2 Delegate #3 Delegate #4 Delegate #5

Tie whi�� gr��n black ��d bl��

Country France Braz�� Canada Germany Uni��d Sta��s

Concern poverty ��fo��station nuc��ar weapons immigrants clima�� change

Age 50 years 60 years 45 years 40 years 55 years

Pet cat ��sh sna�� turt�� dog

Hobby ��ading gar��ning scuba diving jogging woodworking
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